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When we gathered together at Synod Assembly last spring under

the theme "We Walk Together", none of us could have realized

what that would come to mean in the 12-months that have

passed since our days together in Boise .

 

I have been reminded of it again & again as we walked together

to make decisions , explore best options , celebrate successes and

mourn losses in just the few weeks since our synod was asked by

the governors of our states to shelter in place due to COVID-19 .

 

We have leaned on one another in ways we 've never had to

before . We have relied on one another in ways we 've never had

to before . And we 've stayed in contact with one another in ways

we never have before .  While this time of sheltering in place has

been far from easy , there have been blessings to be found along

the way .

 

Now it may be time for us to walk together toward what it looks

like to resume in-person worship . To that end , we offer this

document to serve as a guide for congregations to use as they

discern when and how to safely reconvene corporate , sanctuary-

based worship services . I offer my thanks to Pastor Phil Misner

who did much of the work around compiling the information for

this guide .  The staff of the Intermountain Northwest Synod

prays that this resource is a help and a comfort in these times .

 

+Bishop Kristen Kuempel

We Walk Together...



Introduction
In the shadow of our national emergency due to the COVID-19
pandemic, it is important to keep Jesus’ words in Matthew 22 (37-38)
around the greatest commandment of loving God and loving neighbor.
This is as true during a pandemic as it is during seasons of joy, health,
and wellness. Further, “We are the Body of Christ, and each members
of it” (1 Corinthians 12:27). That is, we are connected to one another
through Jesus Christ. Understanding who and whose we are, the NWIM
Synod seeks to affirm we have a responsibility of care to each other
and, together, for the communities we serve. Therefore, we make the
following recommendations for well-being of our congregations, their
members, and the communities we serve.
 
The recommendations that follow use three documents as the template
for this discussion. Each document will be discussed separately. 

 
1. Notes on a conversation with several scientists and medical
providers[1] 
2. Questions Your Church Should Answer Before People Return[2] 
3. Federal guidelines in Opening Up America Again[3]

 
 
Additionally, there are five appendices to this document that can be
found on the Northwest Intermountain Synod website
(www.nwimsynod.org). The MOST important is the Congregational
Readiness Assessment Tool. There is a direct link to this document in
the sidebar to the left. 

 
 
 

[1] Participants in this conversation were: Dr. Carol Dieckman, University of Arizona,
Microbiology; Dr. Jim Fox, formerly of National Institute of Health, Infectious Diseases;
Dr. John Hill, University of Arizona, Astronomy; Jayne Raffety, Former Nurse, Director
of Health Ministries; Dr. Kathy Spindler, University of Michigan, Virology; Dr. David
Yost, CDC
 
[2]Ken Braddy, “24 Questions Your Church Should Answer Before People Return,
accessed 4.20.2020. The questions have been rearranged by subject matter and
therefore appear in a different order from Mr. Braddy’s original post.
 
[3]“Opening Up America Again,” U.S. Federal Guidelines released April 16, 2020.
 
 

Since our Synod territory
encompasses four states, and

each state is developing its own
plan for a phased reopening, it is
important that you utilize the plan
specific for your location. Those

plans can be accessed here:
 
 
 

Idaho
 
 

Washington
 
 

Oregon
 
 

Wyoming
 
 
 

The Assessment tool is
available on our website:

Congregational Readiness
Assessment Tool 

https://kenbraddy.com/2020/04/18/20-questions-your-church-should-answer-before-people-return/?fbclid=IwAR2vHPuO5fxeo5OrB4GB8Ycp6yqG5kSZujpSermNtqikdwWstmo7LZ8-NB0
https://rebound.idaho.gov/
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/what-you-need-know/safe-start
https://govstatus.egov.com/or-covid-19
https://health.wyo.gov/publichealth/infectious-disease-epidemiology-unit/disease/novel-coronavirus/covid-19-orders-and-guidance/
https://nwimsynod.org/resources-covid19
https://nwimsynod.org/resources-covid19


 
Timing of the Recommendations 
A significant point of controversy centers around the appropriate timing of reopening our churches.
The political, economic, and medical conversations of the wider society impact our churches, too.
We acknowledge “faithful and intelligent Christians may disagree” about such things; therefore,
mutual forbearance and respect is especially needful as we discuss, dialogue and discern our way
forward. 
 
The assumption that guides this document is that the health and well-being of our congregations is
primary; therefore, local health department advisories should be followed. What this means is that
our congregations will resume activities at different times depending on the nature of the outbreak
in their locale. What this also means is that congregations who resume in-person activities
following this initial, state-wide shelter in place order may find they need to cease in-person
activities if a “second wave” occurs in their community. The best guidance we can provide is (1) be
cautious, (2) start small, (3) add activities in gradual, progressive steps, (4) continually evaluate
your local health department advisories, and (5) be vigilant. Good stewardship of our church
communities demands nothing less.
 

Color-coding
Northwest Intermountain Synod Staff have affirmed these recommendations and applied a color-
coding system to distinguish between required actions, recommended actions, and suggestions
according to the following rubrics:
 

Highest Priority
Strongly recommended
Recommended
Suggested or Worthy of Discussion
 

 
 



Perspectives from the Scientific Community
 

Perspectives on the Public Conversation
 

 1.     Guidelines (Strongly Recommended) Take state and federal guidelines for what they are: a
general idea about things to be done. Please remember guidelines published by state and federal
agencies conflate input from both politicians and scientists. Guidelines should be considered as the
necessary framework for constructive discussion but the responsibility for leadership
resides with the Congregation Council. 
 
2.     Steps and Cycles (Strongly Recommended) All guidelines should be viewed as 
(a) steps in a process with (b) the need to plan for cycles of reevaluation. There is no “flip the switch”
moment when we will be back to normal, so ongoing, constructive, evaluative conversations are
necessary. 
 
3.     Phases and Variations (Strongly Recommended) There are no black and white answers, nor a
one-size-fits-all way to respond. There are best practices, common sense behaviors to take, and
actions that are medically advisable, but no plan will fit every situation. It is appropriate to distinguish
between urban and rural settings as well as large, mid-size, and smaller congregations as leaders craft
a plan that maintains health and wellness while allowing for services to resume. 

a. Key Question: What data source(s) is being used to determine the potential safety for
the steps you will take? A loud congregation member’s opinion is not a data source; local
health department websites are a data source.
 

Initial Steps before Reopening
 

1.     Assess, Assess, Assess (Highest Priority) Church leadership in every congregation should take
a practical, hard, introspective look at what their abilities are and who their congregation is: assess the
physical space and lay-out of the building and what percentage of the congregation and staff fall into
medical at-risk categories. Know your demographics! Churches should not reopen until they have a
clear picture of who they are and have assessed their preparedness. (c.f. Appendix A).

a.     How many members attend vs. how much square footage is in the meeting space?
b.     What number of attendees can be accommodated safely given the square footage of your
space?
c.      Do you have a plan?
d.     What values are guiding your actions steps during all phases and during each, specific
phase of reopening?
 
 
 
 



 
Initial Steps before Reopening (continued)

 
2.      Behavioral Plan and Training (Highest Priority) What will pastors, other staff, and/or
volunteers do when someone (a) does not comply with the guidance/instructions laid out by the
congregational leadership (e.g. not wearing a mask or sitting too close to others), or (b) is obviously
sick? 

a.     Staff and volunteers should know the plan and be trained in its implementation 
(c.f. Appendix B)
b.     What will be said, by whom, requesting a specific, defined behavior?
c.      What actions will be taken if there is non-compliance?
d.     What if the non-compliant person is a prominent member or sweet, elderly (and
beloved) parishioner?
 

3.      Talk—Honest and Forthright (Strongly Recommended) Historically we have found churches 
safe and comfortable. We need to persuade our pastors and congregations that the virus is just as
likely to sit on a stack of bulletins or on an offering plate as on the pump at the gas station.
 

Medical Observations
 
1.     At-Risk Populations (Strongly Recommended) The key observation made is that people
should discuss their personal situation with their own physician. Accepting this caveat, other
observations include a reminder that people with the following underlying conditions are considered to
be at greater risk:

a.     People over 60 – however, not everyone is the same, which is why folks should talk to
their doctor,
b.     anyone with an immune-compromising condition,
c.      anyone with poorly controlled diabetes,
d.     anyone with pulmonary disease,
e.     anyone who has had a transplant.
f.    Also noted: “Energetic is not the same as low-risk,” so folks should talk to their doctor.

 
2.     Agency (Strongly Recommended) Encourage people to take responsibility for their own
health as well as to promote caring for the community’s health. 

a.     Some folks who doctors say are at-risk may not see themselves as at-risk.
b.     People who are not at-risk do not have the right to compromise others.

 
3.     Common Sense (Highest Priority) Given the testing issues discussed below, common sense
best practices are vital (e.g. hand washing, wearing masks, maintaining physical distance). It should
also be understood that even these commonsense approaches will not and cannot prevent all spread
of infection. For instance, 

a. the advice about maintaining six feet of physical distance is good counsel but viruses have
been measured to travel much farther than six feet at times,
b. the advice about outside spaces being safer than enclosed spaces is true though
being down wind of someone who sneezes will be a problem.
 



Scientific Observations   
 
1.      Testing (Suggested or Worthy of
Discussion):Testing to determine if someone is
infected or to determine if they’ve been infected,
recovered and have antibodies to the virus, will
continue to become more widespread as the tests
increase in availability. Testing will likely become
more accurate or their limitations more accurately
understood.The data gathered from many people will
help our governmental leaders shape public policy on
a large scale over time going forward. However,
though we encourage individuals to be tested if they
suspect they’ve been exposed/infected/been sick,
and the tests will help individuals decide about their
own behavior at home and in public, we will not
require a certificate/passport to participate in church
functions, nor will we allow segregation into groups
based on testing status.
2.      Further Scientific Discussion: See Appendices
D & E



Will you reopen the doors of your church with a “worship only”
strategy? (Strongly Recommended)

1.     “Worship Only” is a misnomer, as online Bible studies, committee meetings and pastoral
care will continue.
2.     Churches may want to reintroduce staff office hours first, with appropriate physical
distancing.
3.     The first in-person, congregational gatherings may be limited to worship, but not

     until phase two of the federal guidelines are met.
     4.     Be intentional and gradual about adding activities according to your congregation’s ability to
     maintain Covid-19 related precautions.
 
What if your worship gathering is initially limited in the number of people? 

1.     Masks are required to be worn (Highest Priority)
2.     Accommodate physical distancing (Highest Priority)
3.     At this point, there seems to be no safe way to sing together while gathered in

   a building (Highest Priority)
a)     Please see this article for more information: 

4.     Every-other pew (or two pews, if needed) roped off (Strongly Recommended)
5.     Tape on pews / chairs to indicate where to sit in order to maintain social

   distancing (Strongly Recommended)
6.     Doors may remain open for the entire morning, even in inclement weather, or      
 gloved volunteers stationed at all doors (Strongly Recommended)
7.     Continue virtual worship as an alternative offering (Strongly Recommended)
8.     No printed bulletins: use PowerPoint if available or have liturgist “call out” the
service as in pre-literacy eras (Strongly Recommended) 
9.     Strip down the pews: remove Bibles, hymnbooks and registration pads until all
restrictions are lifted, or Phase 4 (Strongly Recommend)

 
 

Questions Your Church Should
Answer Before People Return

Worship

https://www.drheathernelson.com/singingandcovid19


Before large gatherings are allowable: avoid communion (Strongly Recommended)

What adjustments will you make to the Lord’s Supper and Baptism?
 

Lord’s Supper
1.

a) Note from Medical and Science Consultation: “Do away with trying to do
communion. Even if the pastor handles the elements with gloved hands and uses
tongs, congregants will still have to lift their masks to consume the elements,
probably touching the outside of their mask when they do it. We can’t see a way to
do touch communion until we know a whole lot more about this virus and our
people are able to accept new routines.”

1) Spirit & Life: Celebrating the Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper in the
Time of COVID-19: NWIM Synod recommends the use of this resource as a
guide for celebrating of the Communion until such a time when it is safe
enough to
partake of communion in larger gatherings. That document can be found here

2. After large gatherings are allowable (in most places the final stage of the reopening
process): significant precautions (Strongly Recommended)

a)     No passing communion plates.
b)     Bread and cup that are broken and poured pastor presides at the Table are
not to be distributed.
c)     Communion servers provide individual pieces of bread with tongs or while
wearing gloves; only the servers touch the bread.
d)     The cup is given with the small individualized, plastic cups, pre-packaged
communion servings, or using a pouring chalice with the server wearing mask and
gloves.

Baptism
1. Before large gatherings are allowable: discuss timing (Strongly Recommended) 

a)     Pastors and parents or baptismal candidates should discuss if there is a
particular urgency to the request. If there is no particular urgency, our Lutheran
theology allows for waiting until a more appropriate moment. If there is urgency,
making use of Baptism in Extraordinary Circumstances can be used with a limited
number of people in attendance. The baptism can then be recognized later within
the worshiping community through the Affirmation of Baptism.  

2. After large gatherings are allowable: several options present themselves
(Recommended) 

a)     Pastor proclaims the Trinitarian formula as the parents apply the water to the
baptized.
b)     Pastor pours the water from a vessel (e.g. a seashell, ancient baptismal
symbol) while the parents hold the child.
 
 

Worship (Continued)

https://nwimsynod.org/virtual-worship


Is this the time to end your church’s “meet and greet” time? What about the Passing the Peace?
(Strongly Recommended)
1.     End the "stop and chat" time prior to worship, as well as any fellowship times and/or coffee hours. 
2.     If you choose to incorporate Passing the Peace into worship, do so in a modified
way that can be done physically distant from one another:

a)     It can be a liturgical response between pastor/liturgist and the congregation,
without turning to one’s neighbor.
b)     If the Passing of the Peace turns to one’s neighbor, alternative means should be used to
convey the peace: “prayer hands” folded in front of one’s chest, “jazzhands,” or bowing are all
appropriate.

 
Do door greeters and ushers do their jobs differently, or at all? (Strongly Recomended)
1.     Adopt the Walmart strategy: greeters do not shake hands, ever.
2.     Practice social distancing!
3.     Bulletins are not used and so not distributed. 

a)     Note from Medical and Science Consultation: “Do away with bulletins for now. Even if
they are in a stack, folks will need to touch them to grab one, and who wants to be the next
person or the last person to touch the bulletins?”

4.     Because offering plates will not be passed, bulletins will not be handed out, and communion will
not be celebrated, the work of the ushers becomes to monitor and police numbers of people in the
space and the behavior of the people in the space. Please make sure that ushers are aware of these
new responsibilities and are comfortable and willing to perform them. 
 
Is a physical “pass the plate” offering a thing of the past? (Strongly Recommended)
1.     There should be no passing the plate: place an offering plate at the sanctuary exits.

a)     Note from Medical and Science Consultation: “If people drop their offering into a common
bucket next to the exit, everyone who handles the money will need to do so wearing gloves.”

2.     Continue online offerings.
3.     Intensify promotion of online giving.
 
Should you add and/or shorten worship services to allow for social distancing?(Recommended)
1.     Churches with small or full sanctuaries who need to add more services in order to
maintain social distancing may need to shorten the service.
2.     Define your priorities: less music, less preaching, less prayer, less announcements?
What is the balance?
3.     Keep in mind what is a reasonable number of worship services to expect leadership to
provide. More, smaller services do nothing to decrease the worship leader exposure to the virus.
 
Will you continue offering virtual online worship? (Suggested or Worthy Of Discussion)
1.     Yes, this is a good idea, even after a vaccine is found.
2.     Given #1 above, Councils will need to consider what they will take away from the pastor’s job
duties to allow her or him sufficient time to continue providing online worship.

Worship (continued)



What are you doing now to sanitize and sterilize your church building? What’s your
strategy to clean and sanitize your church in real time? 
1.     “Cleaning Teams” need to be established to sanitize all rooms after every
gathering. (Highest Priority)
 
2.     Members of cleaning team should roam the area and/or be stationed at key
points of contact (e.g. doors, stair rails, etc.) to disinfect after every contact (Highest
Priority)
 
Do you have a plan for reducing expenses if your church’s offerings don’t rebound or
significantly decline as this pandemic continues?
1.     Finance and administration committees should be meeting virtually now to
discuss the Fall 2020 and Annual 2021 budgets to project a best, middle, and worst-
case scenario. (Strongly Recommended)
 
Should you be investing in new digital equipment right now? 
1.     This is a good idea, if funds allow. Ask colleagues in other churches what is
working for them, and then find the best value for your dollars. (Suggested or Worthy
of Discussion)

a.    Keep in mind the best technical solution is useless if it is beyond the
capabilities of your volunteers. Invest in the best solution your congregation can
capably use and also afford.

 
What is your plan when volunteers step down or choose not to participate until a
vaccine is found? (Recommended)

1.     Limit the number of activities that are resumed.
2.     Phase the return of activities slowly, gradually, to allow for periodic disruption of
ordinary services
3.     This is an opportunity to recruit: have the personnel committee review or develop
volunteers’ job descriptions

Property & Administration



Will a new staff or volunteer position emerge from COVID-19? (Worthy Conversation) 
1.     Technical coordinator, perhaps.
2.     Leaders for online community, perhaps.
3.     Virtual education coordinator, perhaps.
 
Because people may return very
slowly to church, how will you count attendance and effectiveness?(Worthy
Conversation)
1.     Count however you wish—but be consistent and articulate the means of counting. 

a.)  Key question: can you find a means to know who is viewing your service in
such a way that you can connect with them? It’s the connection that matters, not
that number.

 
What should congregations expect of outside groups? (Strongly Reccommended)
1.     Outside groups are expected to follow the same guidelines practiced by the
congregation. 

a.) Consider who will be responsible for assuring the congregational guidelines
are being followed by outside groups. Such responsibility should not belong to
the rostered leaders.

The Church is not a building where people go to pray. It's
not made out of sticks & stones, it's not made out of
clay. WE are the Church, the Body of our Lord. We are
ALL God's Children, and we have been restored. 

JAY BEECH

Property & Administration (Continued)



 Stop offering "church bags" or "busy bags" to families with young children. Encourage
families to bring quiet toys from home to keep small children entertained. Encourage
congregation members to learn to embrace a level of "kid noise." (Strongly
Recommended)
 Stop offering staffed nursery service until we are in the final phases of return to worship.
Nursery toys will need to be cleaned & disinfected after every use. Establish and use a
system to make sure this happens regularly (every time the nursery is used). Dispose of
any "soft" nursery toys in favor of toys that can be easily disinfected. (Strongly
Recommended)
All cribs and changing tables must be disinfected after EACH use. (Strongly
Recommended)
Children should use disinfectant or wash their hands before leaving any room. (Strongly
Recommended)

Give VBS 2020 a sabbath and make plans for VBS 2021 (Strongly Recommended)
Postpone to a fall or winter break event (Recommended)
Delay, delay, delay if you MUST have VBS in 2020. (Recommended)
Take your lead on summer programming from our outdoor ministry partners: Lutherhaven
Ministries, Luther Heights Bible Camp, or Holden Village. (Strongly Recommended)

 How will you keep your smallest congregation members safe? 
 
1.

2.

3.

4.

 
Are you going to continue offering children’s church?
 
1.     Kids should stay with their parents. (Recommended)
2.     Family worship is a historic Christian practice that leads to lifelong faith and should be
affirmed and re-instituted beginning now. (Recommended)
     
What’s your plan for Sunday School curriculum? 
1.     Affirm the historic Christian practice of parental responsibility of faith formation of their
children. (Recommended)
2.     Utilize online resources or distribute PDF versions of curriculum, especially for children.
(Suggested for Conversation)
3.    Distribute PDF materials and/or links to Facebook, YouTube, or other online links to
youth and adults. (Suggested for Conversation)
 
Are you canceling camps and VBS, or delaying them until later this summer? 
1.
2.
3.
4.

 
 

Children, Sunday School, Adult Education

http://lutherhaven.com/
http://lutherheights.org/
http://holdenvillage.org/


     If medical guidelines or metrics cannot be followed, events should be cancelled.(Highest
Priority)
     Should be conducted using the CDC guidelines for attendance capacity (e.g. 10+, 50+,
unlimited) and conform to the same rubrics for best practices (e.g. wearing masks,
maintaining social distancing, etc.) as are followed for a worship service. (Strongly
Recommended)

     Before gatherings of any size are allowed: Adult educational offering should be online.
(Strongly Recommended)
     After small group gatherings are allowed: Move larger groups into a larger space such as
the fellowship hall to allow for greater social distancing.  (Strongly Recommended)

Are you going to host Wednesday night services, meals, or special events?
1.

2.

 
What are you going to do about larger Sunday School groups? 
1.

2.

  

Children, Sunday School, Adult Education, Special
Events



Opening Up America Again: 
Federal Guidelines

Federal Guidelines
                                 
     Phased approach based on

data 
Mitigates reemergence
Protects the most
vulnerable.

Gating Criteria 

Downward trajectory in key
metrics for 14 day-
quarantine period   
Plans in place to test and
trace Covid-19 cases
Have the capability to ramp
up medical supplies and
ICU surge capacity

Phase One

regions with no evidence of
a rebound and that satisfy
the gating criteria a second
time.

regions with no evidence of
a rebound and that satisfy
the gating criteria a third
time.

Phase Two 

Phase Three

NWIM Guidelines

Plan all office, worship,
educational, pastoral and
fellowship activities to allow
physical distancing. Streamed
or video worship is still the
safest method of conducting
worship. 

The key phrases are “downward
trajectory” and “14-day quarantine
period.” Some of our local areas
are there and some are not,       
 meaning some areas can move to
phase 1, while others cannot.

Based on these federal guidelines,
in Phase One churches should plan
limited, gradual, resuming of
activities. Resumption of activities
will occur in phases/stages and not
all at once. 

Preliminary reports are the CDC
may modify the 10+, 50+
guidelines to balance number of
persons vs.size of the room as a
better evaluation of appropriate
numbers for gatherings—stay
alert.



Opening Up America Again: 
Federal Guidelines

All Phases

Federal Guidelines
                                 
     Wash hands regularly

Masks in public places·       
Stay at home if feeling unwell

All Phases: Individuals

Social distancing continues
Masks in public spaces
Temperature checks
Testing & Contact tracing if your
members get sick 
Disinfect high-traffic areas

All Phases: Employers

NWIM Guidelines
What churches can do: (a) physical
distancing, (b) wear masks in public, (c)

     disinfect high-traffic areas.

What churches may be helpful with:
contact tracing of their own member-
to-member contact. It is suggested that
someone photograph the congregation
at worship to help remember where
infected persons were sitting,
specifically, and who was in
attendance.

What churches may struggle with:
temperature checks. (Monitors
available at pharmacies and Amazon.)

What is beyond churches: testing
and contact tracing beyond the
church.



Opening Up America Again: 
Federal Guidelines

Phase One

Federal Guidelines
                                 
     Vulnerable members (60+ or those with

underlying conditions) should shelter in
place
Gatherings of 10+ should be avoided unless
precautionary actions taken:
Ability to social distance
Requirement to wear a mask
Limit contact with shared objects (e.g.
doors, offering plates, etc.)
Avoid socializing: no coffee hour / fellowship

Phase One: Individuals       

Encourage telework
Close common areas (i.e. church
offices) should remain locked
Return to work in phases (e.g.
staggered hours, days)
Allow for special accommodations
for vulnerable workers. 
Churches: "Large venues...can
operate under strict physical
distancing protocols. 

Phase One: Employers

NWIM Guidelines
When activities resume, strict
compliance to safety precautions (e.g.
wearing a mask, physical distancing,
“clean teams” for ongoing disinfectant
of high traffic areas) must be enforced,
with Council approval and training
individualson appropriate “social
enforcement” protocols.

Many within our churches may argue
for resuming in-person worship during
phase one but this is not advisable
given the demographics of most
churches.

Anyone unwilling to follow the safety
precautions should be asked to leave.

Staff should still be encouraged
to telework. 

If church staff come into the
office, the doors should remain
locked with the church essentially
not open to public or
congregational traffic.



Opening Up America Again: 
Federal Guidelines

Phase Two

Federal Guidelines
                                 
     Vulnerable members (60+ or those with

underlying conditions) should shelter in
place
Gatherings of 50+ should be avoided unless
precautionary actions taken:
Ability to social distance
Requirement to wear a mask
Limit contact with shared objects (e.g.
doors, offering plates, etc.)

Phase Two: Individuals       

 

Continue to encourage telework
Close common areas (i.e. church
offices) should remain locked
Return to work in phases (e.g.
staggered hours, days)
Allow for special accommodations
for vulnerable workers.
Churches: "Large venues...can
operate under strict physical
distancing protocols.

Phase Two: Employers

 

NWIM Guidelines

Phase Two is the more appropriate
time for churches to resume in-person
activities in most churches, given our
demographics. 

Small and mid-sized groups that
ordinarily meet in rooms sufficient for
their number should be moved to
larger rooms that will feel too large for
the number of attendees. 

Appropriate safety protocols and
social enforcement are also
necessary during phase two
activities. 

Churches offices should remain
locked, but may be open for
congregational traffic. 



Opening Up America Again: 
Federal Guidelines

Phase Three

Federal Guidelines
                                 
     Vulnerable individuals can resume public

interactions, but should practice physical
distancing, minimizing exposure to social
settings where distancing may not be
practical, unless precautionary measures
are observed. 
Low-risk populations minimize time spent in
crowded environments. 

Phase Three: Individuals       

Resume unrestricted staffing 
Churches: "Large venues...can
operate under limited physical
distancing protocols.

Phase Three: Employers

 

NWIM Guidelines

Recognize that large percentages of
"vulnerable" in our congregations
makes even Phase Three difficult.
Councils should continue to monitor
health department advisories. 

Consider establishing a
"vulnerable" section in your
sanctuary. Anyone sitting in the
vulnerable section should be
asked to wear a mask though in
other areas mask wearing can be
optional. 

As communities move into Phase
Three the temptation will be to
revert to the "old normal".
However, continued vigilance and
care is required during Phase
Three.  



The bishop and synod staff are aware of how much you and your
congregations wish to return to worship. We cannot stress enough that the
worship that we will return to will resemble what we left even less than our on-
line worship experiences do. Our primary job as a synod office in these days is
to make sure you have the knowledge you need to make good decisions, and
to do everything we can to keep you & your congregation safe. 
 
The ultimate goal of all leaders in this time needs to be honest risk
assessment. There is no way to reengage in-person worship without risk. As a
leader of your congregation and your community you have been called by God
to serve your people by assessing risk, and making sure that the risks posed
to the community are as low as possible. An uncomfortable but revealing
question to ask is: Who are we willing to potentially sacrifice in order to
worship in-person again? Recognize that the folks most likely to return first for
in-person worship are those who are most vulnerable to infection and death--
those who should wait until Phase Four in order to expose themselves to the
least amount of risk. Many of our congregations are made up entirely of those
who should refrain from breaking shelter in place until Phase Four. Many of
our congregations are led by pastors and deacons who fall into that category.
Are you comfortable asking your pastor to sacrifice their life to lead worship in
person? 
 
These are brutal questions to have to ponder, but we are living through a
brutal time. As long as these questions feel brutal, perhaps it is an indicator
that the risk of returning to in-person worship is too great for the community to
bear. 
 
There is no shame in continuing to shelter in place. There is no shame in
protecting yourselves and others. There is no shame in waiting for numbers to
shift, for more information to be available, for the risk to decrease. It does not
indicate a lack of faith. God gave us brains to use, and gave us scientists,
virologists, and epidemiologists to listen to in times like these. 
 
May we be granted wisdom and courage for the facing of these days. 

Final Things


